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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 On the questions addressed in this work
Although a full understanding of brain function is still far from being achieved,
remarkable headway has been made on specific outstanding questions by com-
bining the approaches of different disciplines. This work focuses on two of
those questions:
• how external stimuli are transformed into neural activity
(sensory coding), and
• how this information is transiently stored for posterior retrieval
(sensory memory).
Our investigations are based on the olfactory system of the honeybee. The
striking similarities of the olfactory system across different species suggest
that universal computational strategies are used to encode, process and store
chemosensory information. We analyze the neural dynamics in this system
with calcium-imaging data recorded by Dr. Silke Sachse and Dipl.-Biol. Mar-
cel Weidert at the Institute of Neurobiology of the Free University in Berlin.
1.1.1 On odor coding
Two major matters of controversy in neuroscience are: i) whether neurons use
single spikes or the average firing rate of a spike train to encode and transmit
information; ii) whether a single neuron or a neural population constitutes
the functional encoding unit. The final answers to these questions probably
depend on the system under study and also on the approach used to analyze
neural responses.
1
2In the second chapter of this thesis we demonstrate how neural-population
dynamics in a firing-rate time-scale can encode odor-infomation in a quite
simple manner. This contrasts with the complexity of other hypotheses about
odor-coding that rely on faster events of the neural dynamics. In addition,
we show how a perceptron-based decoder can explain several features of odor
recognition like odor discriminability, existence of minimal reaction times and
concentration invariances of odor perception.
1.1.2 On memory traces
Great effort has been devoted in the last few decades to find physiological
correlates of memory. Most of this work has been inspired by the hypothesis
on memory formation of the psychologist Donald Hebb [Hebb, 1949]: that
neurons encoding a given stimulus “reverberate” after stimulation and that
this reverberation leads to the reinforcement of their connections, thereby
consolidating a memory of the stimulus.
Two major experimental findings have supported so far the Hebbian
hypothesis (see short review in [Seung, 2000]): i) the existence of persis-
tent activity after stimulation (delay activity) in the prefontal cortex of
monkeys during experiments on working memory (originally reported in
[Fuster and Alexander, 1971] and [Kubota and Niki, 1971]); ii) the discovery
of synaptic long-term potentiation through sustained electrical stimulation of
connected neurons (firstly observed by [Bliss and Lomo, 1973] in hippocam-
pal slices).
Most of the work focused on synapses generally involves two neurons.
The experiments in the prefontal cortex involve a single, or at most a few,
neurons. In the third chapter of this thesis, we provide the first experimental
evidence to our knowledge, that a Hebbian mechanism occurs at the network
level: we show that the neural units that respond to a given stimulus (odor)
change their pairwise correlations. By analyzing the change of correlation
across the network, we can retrieve the last stimulus presented.
1.2 Olfaction in neuroscience
1.2.1 The olfactory system as a prototype
neural network
The design of the olfactory system is similar across several phyla even when
they lack a recent common ancestor, like mammals and insects. This con-
vergence suggests that different species evolved analogous mechanisms to
3acquire, encode and process chemosensory information (see, e.g., review by
[Hildebrand and Shepherd, 1997]). The study of these mechanisms therefore
provides insight into widespread strategies of neural computation.
Common design features are found at each level of organization, from
molecules to network modules (see also [Eisthen, 2002]):
• Odor-binding proteins: The mucus and lymph overlying the sensory ep-
ithelium of vertebrates and the sensillum of insects contain specialized
proteins that bind odor molecules (Fig. 1.1). The proteins are not tied
to receptor neurons but are freely dissolved in the mucus or lymph and
have a narrow odor affinity. Odor-binding proteins have been found
in mammals and insects but not in fish and amphibia. This suggests
that mammals and insects independently developed the same strategy
to capture odor molecules from the air and transport them through the
fluid mucus or lymph to the receptors.
• Odor receptors: Odor receptors are proteins located at the membrane
of the receptor neurons (Fig. 1.1) with seven membrane-spanning do-
mains. All odor receptors found belong to the large family of G-protein-
coupled receptors. Odor-receptor genes have been identified in more
than 20 mammalian species and also in birds, fish, amphibians, lam-
preys, Drosophila and C. Elegans. Odor molecules couple to the recep-
tors in a lock and key fashion. Receptors of the same type specialize
in detecting a given molecular feature called odotope, which is not yet
fully determined. It has been proposed that this feature is a band in
the inelastic-tunneling spectrum [Turin, 1996]: The receptor protein in
combination with an electron donor (NADPH) can be physically de-
scribed as a two-level system with an energy gap within the spectral
range of inelastic-tunneling (from infrared to microwaves). If the odor
molecule has a vibration mode with dipolar energy similar to the gap,
it will transfer energy to the electrons of the receptor protein inducing
the reduction of the disulfide bridge between the receptor protein and
the G-protein. For interesting predictions of this model on the odor
character of molecules and their mixtures, see [Turin, 2002].
• Signal transduction: Odor binding causes an increase of cAMP (or of
IP3, or of both, depending on the species) in the cytosol of the re-
ceptor neuron via activation of the G-protein. This increase opens
cation channels permeable mainly to calcium. The incoming calcium
in turn depolarizes the cell and gates calcium-dependent chloride chan-
nels. Following a concentration gradient, the chloride ions flow out-
wards depolarizing the cell beyond firing threshold. (Fig. 1.1).
4Ca2+
Cl − Cl −
odor ligand
odor−binding protein
G
mucus / lymph
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receptor effector
cAMP
Figure 1.1: Odor transduction: The odor binding-proteins diffused in the
mucus (vertebrates) or lymph (invertebrates) capture the odor molecules and
transport them to the receptors. Odor locking activates the associated G-
protein, stimulating an effector (adenylyl cyclase or phospholipase C). This
leads to an increase of cAMP (or of IP3, or of both, depending on the animal)
in the cytosol of the receptor neuron. The increase induces calcium inflow,
which in turn gates calcium-dependent chloride channels. The outwards flow
of chloride ions depolarizes the receptor neuron beyond the firing threshold.
• Glomerular structures in the primary network of the olfactory pathway:
Receptor neurons relay information into a network (olfactory bulb in
vertebrates/antennal lobe in invertebrates) of excitatory and inhibitory
neurons. The dendrites of these neurons are arranged into clusters
called glomeruli (Fig. 1.2). The glomeruli, discovered by Ramo´n y
Cajal in mammals [Ramo´n y Cajal, 1890], are more than anatomical
structures: They are functional units, as a given odor activates a spe-
cific set of glomeruli (see e.g. [Korsching, 2002]). The output neurons
of the glomeruli project onto multimodal higher processing areas.
5R1 R2 R3
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receptor neurons
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Figure 1.2: Primary Structures of the Olfactory System. Each receptor
neuron contains only one receptor-protein type (R). Receptor neurons pos-
sessing the same receptor type converge to the same glomeruli. So far there
is no evidence of a glomerulus receiving input from receptor neurons with
different receptor types (counter-examples are being sought in Drosophila
with the tools of molecular genetics that made possible to show receptor-
type convergence [Gao et al., 2000]). The receptor neurons transmit odor
information into a network (olfactory bulb in vertebrates and antennal lobe
in insects) of excitatory and inhibitory neurons (not drawn) whose dendrites
are packed forming clusters (glomeruli). The output neurons of the glomeruli
(mitral cells in vertebrates/projection neurons in insects) relay information
to higher processing areas.
• Modular Analogy: The modular structure of the olfactory system also
shows remarkable similarities in animals as disparate as insects and
mammals. The analogy is functional rather than anatomical, as the
olfactory system of mammals contains more neural layers. Beyond
the antennal lobe/olfactory bulb, views on the correspondence between
6network modules in insects and mammals have changed over time (see
[Strausfeld et al., 1998]). Early work on the mushroom body (Fig. 1.3)
proposed this neural network as the place of the insects’ “intelligence”
[Dujardin, 1850]; it would therefore correspond to the mammalian cor-
tex. More recent findings, however, showed that the mushroom body
integrates sensory information and is necessary for learning and mem-
ory as well as for spatial orientation (see e.g. [Heisenberg, 1998]), there-
fore corresponding to the mammalian hippocampus. The analog of the
mammalian cortex is the lateral protocerebrum (Fig. 1.3), a diffuse
network receiving processed sensory input and steering motor output.
Receptors
Antennal Lobe
Mushroom Body
Lateral Protocerebrum
Figure 1.3: Modular architecture of the insect’s olfactory system. The
olfactory system is structured in modules with functional similarites in insects
and vertebrates. The insect’s antennal lobe corresponds to the olfactory
bulb in vertebrates. The projection neurons of the antennal lobe relay odor
information to the mushroom body (analogous to the hippocampus) and the
lateral protocerebrum (analogous to the cortex). Only one brain hemisphere
is drawn, since this design is bilaterally symmetric.
1.2.2 The honeybee as model system in neuroscience.
Since the olfactory systems of different animals are similar, the choice of a
particular species for biological studies is determined by additional advan-
tages of that species against the others in the current research context.
Honeybees are frequently chosen as a model system in neuroscience for
several reasons: in comparison with vertebrates, bees are relatively easy to
7handle in the laboratory and can also be used in physiological and behav-
ioral experiments; bees are capable of learning visual and olfactory stimuli
[von Frisch, 1993]; the anatomy of the bee brain, and especially of its olfac-
tory system, is well characterized (Fig. 1.4); a functional atlas of the honey-
bee’s antennal lobe in terms of glomerular maps is currently available (see
example in Fig. 1.5), which enables the systematic study of neural coding
in the antennal lobe [Joerges et al., 1997, Galizia et al., 1999]. The antennal
lobe of honeybee is therefore an ideal biological neural network in which to
study the role of neural interactions in sensory coding and memory formation.
In the following chapters we will focus on odor-coding and short-term
memory in the olfactory system of the honeybee. In particular, we will study
how odors are mapped onto dynamic neural activity in the antennal lobe
and how this neural code may be interpreted by the mushroom body or the
lateral protocerebrum. We will also provide evidence of Hebbian mechanisms
of a sensory memory in the antennal lobe.
mushroom body lateral
protocerebrum
antennal lobe
800 projection neurons
4000 lateral interneurons
160 glomeruli
antenna
60 000 receptors
Figure 1.4: The brain of the honeybee. The antenna contains approximately
60,000 receptor neurons that project into the glomeruli of the antennal lobe.
There are around 160 glomeruli. Each glomerulus contains no more than 5
projection neurons that relay encoded olfactory information to the mushroom
body and the lateral protocerebrum. In the antennal lobe there are also
local interneurons (around five times more than projection neurons). Figure
downloaded from http://www.neurobiologie.fu-berlin.de/galizia.
81-octanol 1-hexanol
1-nonanol isoamylacetate
Figure 1.5: Odor maps in the antennal lobe of the honeybee. The glomeru-
lar arrangement is preserved across animals, permitting glomerulus identi-
fication and comparison of odor responses. The comparison reveals odor-
specific patterns of glomerular activation. The patterns shown in the fig-
ure are responses averaged during stimulation. In the next chapter we will
study the temporal evolution of these patterns. Figures downloaded from
http://www.neurobiologie.fu-berlin.de/galizia/bee physiol/default.html.
Chapter 2
Neural Dynamics and
Odor Coding
Relevant hypotheses about odor coding in the olfactory bulb and the antennal
lobe are reviewed and discussed. A novel way of studying neural dynamics
is presented that reveals a simple mechanism to encode odors in the neural
activity of the antennal lobe. It is also shown that the perceptron provides a
realistic and biological model of interaction between the antennal lobe (coder)
and the mushroom body (decoder). The robustness of this model against
changes of odor concentration is studied. With our model it is possible
to explain findings of behavioral experiments like concentration-invariance
of odor perception and the existence of reaction times in few hundreds of
miliseconds.
The data analyzed in this chapter were recorded by Dr. Silke Sachse
during her PhD-work at the Institute for Neurobiology of the Free University
in Berlin. I am very thankful to her for sharing her data with me.
2.1 Current hypotheses about the
olfactory code
Each model on olfaction is biased by the nature of the experimental data
it intends to explain. Until the advent of imaging techniques in the early
1990’s, electrophysiology was the only experimental procedure available to
investigate neural dynamics. The electrophysiology provides us with large
amounts of complex data. At higher temporal and spatial resolution olfactory
neurons behave as nonlinear oscillators. At lower spatial resolution, one can
observe oscillating field potentials that are randomly modulated and reflect
the coordinated activity of hundreds (thousands) of neurons.
9
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In an attempt to explain the complexity of the field potentials in the
olfactory bulb of rats, Walter Freeman proposed an hypothesis on the ol-
factory code in the 1980s that applied theoretical concepts to the interpre-
tation of experimental data. He claimed that the neural dynamics in the
olfactory system is chaotic [Freeman, 1991]. This would explain why several
repetitions of the same odorant evoke different spatial patterns of the field
potentials recorded with extracellular multielectrodes [Freeman, 1994]: the
initial state of the network would be different before each stimulation and
the chaotic dynamics would drive the network through increasingly diverging
states (butterfly effect). However, if the neural dynamics were truly chaotic,
it would be possible to reconstruct the strange attractor [Packard et al., 1979,
Takens, 1981] from the local field potentials as well as its fractal dimension
[Grassberger and Procaccia, 1983]. But this was possible only under excep-
tional conditions like an induced epileptic seizure [Freeman, 1988]. It could
be argued that the chaotic attractors of the olfactory system cannot be prop-
erly reconstructed in normal conditions because they are high dimensional.
In practice, however, there is no way to distinguish between high-dimensional
chaotic systems and noisy systems [Hegger et al., 1998]. In other words, the
field potentials can simply be noisy but not chaotic signals.
Another caveat to Freeman’s hypothesis is the lack of a reliable map-
ping between sensory input and neural activity. As mentioned above, the
same odor evokes different extended field potentials in different presenta-
tions. Instead of thinking of deterministic chaos as the essence of neural
dynamics, perhaps we should admit that field potentials cannot resolve neu-
ral activity that is odor specific. Freeman’s work has nevertheless inspired
other models that provide a deeper insight into the problem of odor recogni-
tion. One of those models has been proposed more recently by Li and Hertz
[Li and Hertz, 2000].
Li and Hertz model the olfactory bulb through the interaction between an
ensemble of excitatory neurons with an ensemble of inhibitory neurons. The
neurons are described as oscillators with saturation similar to the Wilson-
Cowan type [Wilson and Cowan, 1972]. The network has no chaotic behavior
but converges to oscillating modes. Different odors are encoded in modes of
similar frequencies (chosen around 40 Hz) with different phases. In this
model, the storage of new patterns changes the old odor-specific modes.
Biologically, this implies that each odor quality we perceive would change
every time we learn a new odor. According to the model, each odor is en-
coded in a network eigenmode of similar but different frequency. Biologically
this means that one should find odor-specific peaks in the spectrum of the
field potentials. This has not been observed in mammals and is definitely
not the case in the antennal lobe of insects where any odor enhance the
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same frequency peak (around 20 Hz in locusta and honeybees). In fact,
the existence of such a robust network oscillation in insects has motivated
several experiments in the last few years that led to another hypothesis on
the olfactory code: the encoding of odors in oscillating neural assemblies
[Laurent and Davidowitz, 1994, Laurent, 1996].
It has been reported that the odor-induced 20 Hz oscillation emerges
from the transient synchrony between projection neurons during stimulation
[Laurent et al., 1996]. At each maximum of the field potential oscillation
a different set of neurons fire together (synchronized assembly). A certain
assembly may contain neurons belonging to the former and the next assembly.
For a given odor at a given concentration the sequence of active assemblies is
the same up to small variations [Wehr, 1999]. Therefore this phenomenon has
been proposed to be the basis of the olfactory code [Wehr and Laurent, 1996,
Laurent et al., 2001].
A neural code relying on such a dynamical process, that lasts as long as
the stimulation itself, has difficulties explaining duration-invariance in odor
perception: a given odorant presented during two seconds should be per-
ceived as a different odor when presented for just one second, since in this
case one half of the synchronized assemblies are left. Electrophysiological
findings in the olfactory bulb of the zebrafish provide a possible solution to
this problem [Friedrich and Laurent, 2001]: although the oscillating neural
assemblies transiently synchronize until the end of stimulation, a clustering
analysis of the neural firing reveals that the population responses to differ-
ent odors become less and less correlated and after 800 ms they are totally
declustered.
It has been reported that projection neurons change their response with
concentration [Laurent and Davidowitz, 1994]. This also represents a prob-
lem for a neural code that has to cope with intensity invariance, like the olfac-
tory code. However, recent work in locusta reveals that the variations of the
sequence of synchronized neural assemblies due to odor concentration are not
as pronounced as the differences due to odor identity [Stopfer et al., 2003].
The network oscillation around 20 Hz may have another origin than tran-
siently synchronized neural assemblies, at least in honeybees. The field-
potential oscillation does not exclusively appear during stimulation but is
usually present during the spontaneous activity in honeybees and may even
decrease during stimulation [Szyszka, 1999]. This means that either there
are synchronized neural assemblies during the spontaneous activity too, or
the field potential does not arise from synchronized spikes. In fact, the mem-
brane potential of the projection neurons oscillates with exactly the same fre-
quency as the field potential [Wehr and Laurent, 1996, Wehr, 1999]. Thus,
one cannot exclude that the origin of the field-potential resides in the sub-
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threshold dynamics of the projection neurons instead of in the synchrony
between spikes.
The experimental findings reported by Laurent et al. have been modeled
as a “winnerless competion network” [Rabinovich et al., 2001]. This network
has no stable state except the origin. As long as the network is stimulated
it generates a sequence of synchronized neural assemblies that correspond to
heteroclinic trajectories of the dynamics. The model captures the main fea-
tures of the experimental observations reported [Laurent et al., 2001]. How-
ever, an encoding process based on transiently synchronized neural assemblies
requires a downstream network to develop a readout mechanism capable of
recognizing endless trajectories. To understand the difficulty of this problem
consider the decoding mechanism recently proposed in [Laurent, 2002] and
[Pe´rez-Orive et al., 2002]. The authors propose that for every first half of a
cycle of the field potential there are Kenyon cells (KC) in the mushroom body
that respond to the active synchronized neural assembly. During the second
half of the cycle the KC are shut down by the inhibitory input coming from
the lateral protocerebrum that was also excited by the active synchronized
assembly. Thus, the sequence of synchronized neural assemblies in the anten-
nal lobe is transformed into a sequence of active KC in the mushroom body.
Although this mechanism is feasible biologically, it just shifts the problem of
interpreting a sequence of active neurons to another layer.
A readout mechanism would be much easier to implement if the trajecto-
ries converged to odor-specific stable states that correspond to stable spatial
patterns of neural activity. Since the development of imaging techniques in-
creasing attention has been devoted to the purely spatial component of the
neural response [Hildebrand and Shepherd, 1997, Korsching, 2002]. The rea-
son for this is that a purely spatial pattern of active glomeruli suffices to iden-
tify an odor in the antennal lobe and in the olfactory bulb [Korsching, 2002].
In the next section the neural dynamics in the antennal lobe of honeybee is
studied using calcium imaging data. We will then consider the compatibility
of our observations with the hypotheses about the olfactory code presented
in this section.
2.2 Neural dynamics in the antennal-lobe:
Analysis of calcium-imaging data
At the current state of the art, imaging techniques have to trade off tempo-
ral versus spatial resolution. In order to have a much broader view of the
network activity, one has to tolerate a lower temporal resolution than with
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electrophysiology. In contrast, although electrophysiology is faster, it fails to
provide a global picture of the network dynamics, since simultaneous in vivo
recordings in more than two cells are extremely difficult.
In the experiments we analyze below, our temporal resolution was 6 Hz.
Thus, we cannot observe single spikes nor the 20 Hz network oscillation.
However, we do resolve the slow modulations of the membrane potential in
projection neurons reported by Wehr, which strongly correlate with their
instantaneous firing rate [Wehr, 1999, Laurent et al., 2001]. Our spatial res-
olution permits us to identify several glomeruli (typically between 10 and
20). Each glomerulus contains between 3 and 5 projection neurons.
A novel experimental technique to exclusively stain projection neurons
(see Methods in [Sachse and Galizia, 2002] and Appendix A) permits us to
specifically study the evolution of those odor-evoked responses that are trans-
mitted to higher processing areas. This is of great importance for understand-
ing the readout mechanism of a downstream network like the mushroom body,
as we will see below.
2.2.1 Multidimensional representation of
neural activity
Network dynamics are by nature multidimensional. Using a suitable repre-
sentation of the spatiotemporal activity patterns is the first step to elucidat-
ing properties of the neural dynamics. The easiest way to represent network
activity is to consider each unit of the network (neuron or glomerulus) as
a dimension of a multidimensional space. The degree of activity can be es-
timated as the instantaneous firing rate for neurons or the instantaneous
increase/decrease of calcium concentration for glomeruli. Thus, a spatial
activity pattern is mapped onto a point and the dynamics of the network
is mapped onto a trajectory. This is an intuitive way of representing the
temporal evolution of a system. It is commonly used in mathematics and
physics to represent solutions of differential equations. In that context the
multidimensional space is referred to as the phase portrait or phase space of
the system.
Since a display of the phase space in more than three dimensions (three
neurons or three glomeruli) is impossible, it is useful to project the space onto
the two or three dimensions that account for the largest portion of variance in
the data: the principal components (PC). Each PC is determined by a linear
combination of all units in the network. The projection onto the three first
principal components is only for visualization purposes. All dynamical and
statistical quantities shown below have been computed in the original eight-
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dimensional space that corresponds to the eight common glomeruli identified
in all bees studied (n = 7).
Figure 2.1 shows the trajectories described by the antennal-lobe network
during two repetitions of four different odors in a single bee. We first note
that the repetition of the same stimulus yields similar trajectories and tra-
jectories of different odors aim in different directions. They are open and
slightly bent at some locations. The crosses on the trajectories indicate the
recording of an activity pattern with a sampling frequency of 6 Hz. We see
that the trajectories do not evolve at a constant speed but start to slow
down after approximately half a second. These features are incompatible
with chaotic dynamics [Freeman, 1991] and the features of heteroclinic tra-
jectories in a winnerless competition network [Rabinovich et al., 2001], which
show a complex structure (loops and bendings) and do not decrease their ve-
locity asymptotically.
After stimulation the network returns slowly to the resting state (Fig. 2.2).
This relaxation follows a turning path that is different from the trajectory
during stimulation.
2.2.2 Neural dynamics converge to
odor-specific attractors
The observations based upon Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 can be quantified by comput-
ing the velocity and the acceleration (see Appendix A) not only in one bee
but in all bees investigated (n = 7). The velocity increases rapidly in the
first half second of stimulation, reaches a maximum and then slows down.
After approximately one second only small fluctuations in the trajectories
remain, which are of the same order as those during ongoing activity (Fig.
3a). When the stimulation ceases there is a second peak in the velocity which
is smaller than the first one. This means that the relaxation to the resting
state is slower than the excitation during stimulation.
In addition to the velocity, one can calculate the acceleration of the trajec-
tories (Fig. 2.3b and 2.3c). As in physics, the acceleration measures the effect
of the forces applied to the system that describes a trajectory. In particular,
the component of the acceleration vector tangent to the trajectory measures
the force that pulls the system in the direction of movement, whereas the
normal component measures the force that bends the trajectory.
Only during odor presentation is the tangential component substantially
different from zero. At the beginning it is positive, indicating an increase of
velocity. After approximately half a second it becomes negative, which means
that the velocity slows down. During the spontaneous activity the tangential
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Figure 2.1: Multidimensional representation of the antennal-lobe dynamics
during stimulation. Several odors were presented twice to the same bee and
the neural activity of the antennal lobe was recorded with calcium imag-
ing at fixed time intervals (167 ms). Thus, the distance between successive
data points represents the speed of activity changes. The trajectories depart
rapidly from the origin and slow down when they approach odor-specific re-
gions. For visualization purposes the original 21-dimensional space has been
projected down onto the three first principal components (PC). These three
components account for more than 58% of the variance of the trajectories.
acceleration fluctuates around zero. In contrast, the normal component of the
acceleration vector, responsible for changes in the direction of the trajectory,
has a bias during the spontaneous activity and increases during stimulation.
However, the largest contribution to the total acceleration during stimulation
comes from the tangential component.
We thus conclude that odors represent forces that pull and smoothly bend
trajectories of neural activity whereas the background activity represents a
stochastic force that primarily causes random changes in the direction of the
trajectories. The effect of the force applied by the odor is not constant but
decreases in time and becomes minimal when the network settles down into
regions that represent stable activity patterns. But how odor specific are the
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Figure 2.2: Antennal-lobe relaxation dynamics. The trajectories of the
antennal-lobe dynamics during post-stimulus relaxation are plotted as a con-
tinuation of Fig. 2.1 displayed here again with dashed lines. The solid lines
represent the evolution of the trajectories five seconds after stimulation. The
trajectories during stimulation and relaxation do not coincide: the latter are
slower and more irregular.
stable activity patterns to which the trajectories converge?
The “separability” index provides an answer to this question, as it quan-
tifies how reliable a partition of the phase space into odor-specific regions is.
For the mathematical details, see Appendix A. Here we will only consider its
geometrical interpretation.
An intuitive way of testing whether two clouds of points do not overlap is
to calculate the hyperplane (generalization of a plane in many dimensions)
which is maximally distant from both clouds. If that hyperplane exists, the
clouds do not overlap. Otherwise they do. In this case, the maximization cri-
terion can be relaxed to allow some degree of overlap. The number of points
the plane assigns to the correct cloud yields the classification performance of
the hyperplane, and is expressed as a percentage (100% means no overlap at
all or perfect separation of both clouds).
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Figure 2.3: Kinematics of the antennal-lobe activity. The symbols represent
the mean values of the velocity and acceleration of activity changes at each
point in time for a given odor. The arbitrary units of Ca2+ are determined
with optical imaging (see Appendix A). The continous line denotes the mean
computed from all odors. The black bar illustrates the duration of the stim-
ulus presentation. The whole data set, pooled over trials with seven bees,
was used for the calculation. See text for details.
Although the classification performance is itself a proper measure of “sep-
arability”, when the clouds overlap one can improve it with the so called gen-
eralization performance (see details in Appendix A), which quantifies the sta-
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Figure 2.4: Separability and classification performance as a function of time.
For the calculations all data collected across trials with seven bees were used.
During stimulation (black bar) the partition of the antennal lobe space into
odor-specific regions becomes possible, as the increase of the separability
(dotted lines) shows. At the point in time of highest separability one support-
vector machine (SVM) is trained for each odor. Then, the SVMs are tested
over time. The classification performance of a given odor (solid lines) is the
fraction of points of that odor, that are recognized as such by the respective
SVM. Note that except for hexanol, the odors can be very well discriminated
even before the trajectories reach the attractors.
bility of the separating hyperplane under perturbations due to finite-sample
effects. The generalization performance averaged for all clouds of points con-
sidered quantifies the reliability of the partition of the space into different
clouds of points. Therefore we called this quantity “separability”.
In the data pooled across bees (n = 7) each odor at each point in time
defines a cloud of points. We then study the temporal evolution of the
separability of odor-clouds in the network dynamics. The separability at
each point in time (Fig. 2.4) shows that the trajectories become more and
more odor specific during stimulation. The separability reaches a maximum
approximately one second after stimulus onset, when the activity patterns
are stationary (velocity trough, see Fig. 2.3a).
At this point in time an optimal separating hyperplane for each odor is
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calculated (see Appendix A). The classification performance was for our data:
100% for octanol and nonanol, 93% for isoamylacetate and 79% for hexanol.
These values are substantially larger than chance limit (50%) and contrast
with the fact that all odors tested evoke similar, overlapping patterns. The
result supports the hypothesis that odors are encoded in the antennal-lobe
as stable spatial patterns of neural activity [Hildebrand and Shepherd, 1997,
Korsching, 2002].
From the results above we conclude that the trajectories reach odor-
specific regions (attractors) in approximately one second. The attractors, or
equivalently, the associated stable calcium patterns, are a reliable mapping
of the input odor onto the antennal lobe and they provide a reliable output
to the next neural structures: the mushroom body and the lateral protocere-
brum. This suggests that the stable activity patterns can be the basis of the
olfactory code in the antennal-lobe. However, such a straightforward inter-
pretation of the calcium-imaging data may be misleading if we are not able
to show that a downstream network can decode the antennal-lobe attractors
in a feasible way.
2.3 Does the olfactory system work like a
perceptron?
Neurons of a network downstream of the antennal lobe have to carry out the
same task we have done in order to interpret the network activity: they have
to explore the phase space and look at which region the stimulus converges
to. Perceptrons [Rosenblatt, 1962] provide an efficient implementation of
such a decoding mechanism. For mathematical details see Appendix A (see
also [Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986]). Here we simply remark that the
algorithm that classifies data points with respect to a hyperplane is math-
ematically equivalent to a simple artificial neural network: the perceptron.
The equation of a hyperplane is
~w · ~xP =
∑
i
wi · xPi = b (2.1)
where ~xP are the points belonging to the hyperplane, ~w is a unitary vector
normal to the plane and b is the distance to the origin. The hyperplane
divides the space into two regions A and B with all points ~xA in A satisfying
y = ~w · ~xA ≥ b (2.2)
and all points in B satisfying
y = ~w · ~xB < b. (2.3)
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Alternatively we can think of xi as the input from the xi neuron with synaptic
weight wi into a neuron y with firing threshold b. Then, every input vector
~xA makes the neuron y fire. The rest of the input space ~xB does not.
2.3.1 How the mushroom body may interpret
the trajectories
Figure 2.5 represents the mapping of a hyperplane in the phase space onto
a network that models part of the olfactory system. Some (or all) units xAn
of a bottom layer (the antennal lobe) synapse with strength wn to a given
unit in an upper layer (e.g. a Kenyon cell of the mushroom body). If the
activation threshold of this unit is set to b, it fires in response to odor A.
Within the theory of artificial neural networks [Hertz et al., 1991] it has
been shown how synaptic weights can adapt through Hebbian learning to
the vector ~w, which together with the threshold b determines the optimal
separating plane in the phase space for a given odor. Note however, that no
learning process is necessary to identify odors with such a network: Suppose
that the threshold b is set constant for all units in the upper layer. By
connecting each upper unit with random synaptic weights ~w to the units of
the bottom layer, each upper unit will look at a random direction of the phase
space. If the number of units in the upper layer is large enough, eventually all
directions of the phase space will be covered and hence, for any given odor-
specific attractor there will always be at least one upper unit that reacts to
it. This readout mechanism is consistent with the anatomy of the olfactory
system [Strausfeld, 1976].
2.3.2 Reaction times and optimal odor classification
Although the trajectories need about one second to reach the regions of
stability, when they can be optimally separated, odors are already well dis-
criminated after 300 ms (Fig. 2.4). This result leads to a testable prediction:
Bees should be able to differentiate odors in behavioral tests with minimal
reaction times that are significantly shorter than one second (the time to
reach the steady plateau state). In addition, it would be interesting to inves-
tigate whether and to what extent the behavioral classification performance
matches that obtained from the model.
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Figure 2.5: Perceptron-like architecture of the olfactory network in the ho-
neybee. The algorithm used to analyze the imaging data can be implemented
as a neural network, whose architecture is compatible with the anatomy of
the bee brain. The units in the lower layer represent individual glomeruli in
the antennal lobe. The unit in the upper layer represents a neuron of the
mushroom body (Kenyon cell). This unit responses to a given odor A only
if the whole activity of the lower units weighed by their synaptic strength∑N
n xAn · wn exceeds a threshold b.
2.4 Robustness and invariances of
the olfactory code
Natural stimuli are perceived in variable, noisy environments. Neural codes
must therefore tolerate perturbations in the input channels. In particular,
the recognition of an odor quality must be possible not only at a given con-
centration but over a range of concentrations. Bees, for example, must be
able to recognize the aroma of a flower not only when they lick its nectar
(very high concentration) but also when they fly nearby (low concentration).
In this section we study the reliability of the olfactory code on the basis of
our model by exploring the effects of odor concentration.
2.4.1 Neural dynamics change with
odor concentration
Figures 2.6-2.9 show the changes of the averaged odor-specific trajectories
with increasing concentration. All trials of the corresponding odor across
bees were used for the average. Two effects are observed: i) the trajectories
are monotonously stretched and ii) change their orientation monotonously.
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Figure 2.6: Effect of the odor concentration on the trajectories I: isoamy-
lacetate. Average trajectories during stimulation across all trials of isoamy-
lacetate in all bees at the logarithmic concentration indicated in the legend.
The plotted trajectories have been projected onto principal components for
optimal visualization. The first three principal components account for a
94% of the variance. With increasing concentration the average trajectories
are stretched (top) and rotated (bottom).
2.4.2 An interesting invariant
Although a concentration increase deforms the odor-specific trajectories, they
still preserve some kinematical properties. In particular, they require the
same time to reach the maximum as well as the minimum velocity. In
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Figure 2.7: Effect of the odor concentration on the trajectories II: hexanol.
The first three principal components account for a 94% of the variance.
Fig. 2.10 the traces of the velocity at increasing concentrations are plot-
ted. For a given concentration the variability across trials and bees was as
large as between odors, so each velocity curve plotted is the mean of all odors
presented in all bees.
We note a strong agreement between the curves. The maximum velocity
is achieved in the same time-interval with respect to stimulus onset (around
500 ms) for all concentrations. Also the minimum velocity is reached at a
fixed time-interval (approximately 800 ms) independent of the concentration.
This means that, regardless of the odor concentration, the patterns of neural
activity in the antennal lobe need approximately one second to stabilize.
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Figure 2.8: Effect of the odor concentration on the trajectories III: octanol.
The first three principal components account for a 96% of the variance.
The only mismatch between different curves in Fig. 2.10 is the height of
the velocity peak, which increases with increasing concentration. Figure 2.11
shows that such increase is linear in logarithmic concentration units. If the
time interval to reach the attractors is the same but the velocity is higher
at higher concentrations, the run path (see Appendix A) of the trajectories
should be accordingly larger. And this is exactly what happens, as seen in
Fig. 2.12. A longer path is a consequence of the stretching effect observed in
Figs. 2.6-2.9.
Future research on the interaction between projection neurons should elu-
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Figure 2.9: Effect of the odor concentration on the trajectories IV: nonanol.
The first three principal components account for a 96% of the variance.
cidate the emergence of such invariant of the neural dynamics in the antennal
lobe.
2.4.3 Effects of concentration on odor classification
The changes of the trajectories induced by increasing concentration may
affect the classification performance of a downstream neuron. We now study
this effect and relate it to experiments on behavior.
The perceptrons proposed in section 2.3 as a model of the interaction
between the antennal lobe and the mushroom body identify odors by looking
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Figure 2.10: Velocity plot at different concentrations. Each curve is the
velocity averaged for all odors in all bees at the logarithmic concentration
shown in the legend. The peaks of the velocity do not move with increasing
concentration. The same occurs with the trough, which represents the stable
state during stimulation. Thus, the neural activity in antennal lobe needs
approximately 800 ms to reach the odor-specific attractors independently of
the odor concentration. Black bar indicates stimulus duration
at the region the trajectories converge to. If the trajectories change with in-
creasing concentration we expect the perceptrons to eventually change their
response too. Let the hyperplane associated with a given perceptron (Kenyon
cell, KC) divide the phase space into two regions, A and B. Imagine that odor
X at lower concentration drives the antennal lobe into region A making the
KC fire. Imagine now that odor X at higher concentrations drives the anten-
nal lobe into region B. The KC will now not react to that odor. Analogously,
a KC may react to a given odor at high concentrations but not at lower
ones. It is also possible that a KC reacts to an odor in a broad concentration
range. These cases correspond to our every-day-life experience: some odors
and flavors change their quality with concentration; other odors and flavors
smell and taste the same either diluted or concentrated.
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Figure 2.11: Effect of concentration on the extremal values of the velocity.
The maximal velocity during stimulation increases linearly with the loga-
rithm of concentration. The minimal velocity, which represents the level of
fluctuations in the stable state, does not change with increasing concentra-
tion.
To train a perceptron to a given odor means calculating the optimal sep-
arating hyperplane of that odor (see Appendix A). When the perceptron has
been trained to recognize a given odor at a given concentration, one can then
study how its classification performace changes with concentration. In Figure
2.13 the change of classification performance with increasing concentration
is studied for perceptrons associated with several odors.
It has been reported [Bhagavan and Smith, 1997] that honeybees can rec-
ognize odors learned at low concentrations when presented at high concen-
trations (generalization effect) but have difficulties recognizing odors learned
at high concentrations when presented at low concentrations. In our model,
learning is synonymous with being trained, i.e., we can make a perceptron
learn an odor at a given concentration by calculating its associated separat-
ing hyperplane. We note (Fig. 2.13) that our model shows the generalization
effect with isoamylacetate. A weaker trend of the effect is observed with
nonanol. The effect is not observed with hexanol and octanol.
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Figure 2.12: Effect of concentration on the run path. If the time-interval to
reach the attractors does not change with concentration and the maximal ve-
locity does, then the trajectories must describe a longer path with increasing
concentration. This effect indeed occurs as shown in the plot. The mean run
path (see text) increases with the logarithm of concentration in a roughly
linear manner.
2.5 Discussion
From the study of the neural dynamics in the antennal lobe of honeybee
with calcium imaging we conclude that the neural dynamics becomes stable
approximately 800 ms after stimulus onset, independently of the identity and
concentration of the odor presented. Different odors converge to different
stable spatial patterns of neural activity. Although the activity patterns
need over half a second to become stable, the time at which they can be
optimally discriminated, some patterns can be recognized as soon as 300 ms.
These findings are incompatible with models of chaotic neural dynam-
ics and also with a winnerless-competition network [Rabinovich et al., 2001,
Laurent et al., 2001], since such a network encodes stimuli in complex tra-
jectories on heteroclinic orbits. However, our results are in agreement with
the findings on the dynamic representation of odors in the olfactory bulb of
the zebrafish [Friedrich and Laurent, 2001], where the activity patterns also
become increasingly odor specific during stimulation.
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The experimental technique applied here permits us to accurately resolve
the large-scale activity patterns in the antennal lobe. However, we cannot re-
solve fast events, such as 20 Hz network oscillation nor transient odor-specific
synchronizations between the spikes of projection neurons [Laurent, 1996,
Laurent et al., 1996, Laurent and Davidowitz, 1994]. This means that we
cannot determine whether the olfactory code is based on sequences of os-
cillating projection neurons or whether it is based on the attractors of the
slow temporal patterns reported here. As part of the ongoing controversy
between spike-timing and firing-rate codes, this question remains open for
further investigation.
Recent work on the moth’s antennal lobe helps us understand the rela-
tion between the phenomena observed in electrophysiological and imaging
techniques [Lei et al., 2002]. These authors have studied with intracellular
recordings the activity of projection neurons enclosed in glomeruli which
show an odor-specific response in imaging experiments. They found that
projection neurons within the same glomerulus fire coherently during odor
presentation and that the degree of synchrony is modulated by lateral inhi-
bition between active neighboring glomeruli. Hence, the modulation of the
odor-induced synchrony is translated into variations of the calcium concen-
tration within the glomerulus, as observed with imaging techniques.
According to our results, the regions of stability, or correspondingly the
associated stable calcium patterns, are a reliable mapping of the input onto
the antennal lobe and they potentially provide a reliable output to the
next neural structures: the mushroom body and the lateral protocerebrum.
Within this framework, we have shown that the perceptron represents a sim-
ple biological model of the interaction between projection neurons in the
antennal lobe and Kenyon cells in the mushroom body.
Our perceptron-based study of odor-recognition at different concentra-
tions shows how a simple mechanism may account for concentration invari-
ance of odor perception. Concentration invariance can also be achieved with
a spike-timing-based computation, like the “many-are-equal” model of olfac-
tory processing [Brody and Hopfield, 2003]. In this model, spiking neurons
that are driven by a common network oscillation will phase-lock when they
receive (approximately) equal inputs. The neurons of the model (represent-
ing projection neurons in the antennal lobe or mitral cells in the olfactory
bulb) are assumed to have an intrinsic bias current, which is in general dif-
ferent in different neurons. If the sum of the input current from the receptors
plus the intrinsic bias current is similiar in a group of neurons, these neurons
will synchronize.
Since the input currents from the receptors logarithmicaly increase with
increasing odor concentration, multiplying the concentration by a factor re-
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sults in adding a constant (the logarithm of that factor) to the input currents.
Thus, the neurons that received similar net input at the original concentra-
tion, will also receive similar net input at the new concentration and, there-
fore, they will also synchronize. According to the model, the phase of the
synchronized assembly with respect to the network oscillation shifts to lower
values with increasing concentration. However, recent experimental results
in locusta have demonstrated that the projection neurons do not change their
firing phase with respect to the network oscillation when the concentration
changes [Stopfer et al., 2003].
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Figure 2.13: Simulation of a behavioral experiment. Based on our model
one can simulate behavioral experiments on concentration effects. For each
odor, a perceptron was trained at each concentration and tested at the rest.
Colors represent the change of classification performance. According to the
generalization effect observed with bees (see text) perceptrons trained to an
odor at low concentrations should recognize that odor at higher concentra-
tions but not the other way around. Thus, the matrices of the figure should
have hot colors below the diagonal and cold colors above. This is observed for
isoamylacetate. A weaker effect is also observed for nonanol. Hexanol and
octanol show neither the generalization effect nor remarkable regularities.
Chapter 3
Sensory Memory and
Hebbian Plasticity in the
Antennal Lobe
Following a brief overview on olfactory memory in honeybees, the Hebbian
postulate as a model of memory formation and learning is discussed. A math-
ematical approach is introduced to uncover traces of sensory memory in the
spontaneous activity of the antennal lobe after a single and unrewarded odor
presentation. The traces of memory consist of changes of pairwise correla-
tions between glomeruli and provide evidence of a Hebbian mechanism at the
network level. A mathematical technique inspired by the Hebbian postulate
to retrieve the stimulus from the memory traces is described and applied.
The data analyzed in this chapter were recorded by Marcel Weidert at
the Institute for Neurobiology of the Free University in Berlin. I am very
thankful to him and also to Dr. Giovanni Galizia, former member of the same
Institute, for their generous collaboration and the interesting discussions.
3.1 Olfactory memory in honeybees
It has long been known that honeybees are able to learn visual and olfac-
tory stimuli [von Frisch, 1993] (first edition originally published in 1927).
Although the biological mechanisms underlying memory formation remain
unknown, great progress has been made in the last few years experimen-
tally identifying several memory types and their putative neural correlates
[Menzel, 1999], as well as the biochemistry involved [Menzel and Mu¨ller, 1996].
Most efforts have been devoted to studying associative memory and learn-
ing by reinforcement with a reward (typically sucrose). These approaches
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disregard the possibility that a nonassociative component of memory may
develop with stimulation alone (e.g. sensory memory). There may be two
closely related reasons for this: i) Since the famous experiments of Pavlov
[Pavlov, 1927] there has been a trend in ethology to reduce behavior to a
collection of conditioned reflexes (see also [Klopfer, 1973] for a comparative
exposition of this and other hypotheses). ii) In the laboratory, odor recog-
nition is determined using the proboscis-extension paradigm: (ideally) the
bee only extends her proboscis to lick the odor source she associates with the
unconditioned stimulus (sucrose). Thus, experiments on odor recognition
and memory with bees are constrained to a Pavlovian protocol, impeding
the study of nonassociative memory.
One way to study nonassociative memory, such as sensory memory, is to
look for lasting physiological changes specifically induced by a stimulus in its
putative neural correlate. This is possible today using imaging techniques.
Before presenting our approach based on the Hebbian postulate, we will
briefly overview the types of associative memory found in honeybees, as well
as their neural correlates.
3.1.1 Behavioral evidence of several memory types
A scout honeybee concentrates on one flower type as soon as she obtains sweet
nectar from it, and different scout bees in general concentrate on different
flower types [von Frisch, 1993]. This way, scout bees minimize exploration
time and maximize the variety of visited flowers. In addition, by concentrat-
ing on only one flower type, a single bee increases the fertilization rate of
that type and, as different scouts concentrate on different flower types, they
increase the fertilization rate of all flower types they visit. This in turn en-
sures the bees a plentiful future harvest. Such an adapted behavior requires
a memory that lasts as long as the foraging bout (time spent outside the
hive), typically several minutes.
It has been observed with honeybees [Menzel, 1985] and more recently
with bumblebees [Chittka et al., 1997] that the longer the animals scout, the
more probable it is that they change flower type. This suggests that bees
posses a short-term memory lasting several minutes which permits them to
remember the chosen flower type. This memory decays when the foraging
bout is likely to conclude.
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Once bees are back to the hive they may spend several minutes, hours or
even months (during the winter break) there. After this time bees can still
remember specific feeding sources and identify flower types [von Frisch, 1993].
It can also be demonstrated in the laboratory that bees possess a long-term
memory for odors [Hammer and Menzel, 1995]. Three or fewer presentations
of the same reinforced odor suffice to induce memory consolidation: the
bees will remember the odor after minutes, hours and days. Reinforcement
(sucrose) is necessary for memory consolidation. This reveals the associative
character of long-term memory in bees [Hammer, 1997].
3.1.2 Neural correlates of memory
Interestingly, it has been reported that if the sucrose reward is substituted
with an octopamine injection in the brain, memory consolidation will also oc-
cur [Hammer and Menzel, 1998]. Octopamine is a neuromodulator released
at several locations of the bee brain by a neuron referred to as VUMmx1 (ven-
tral, unpaired, median neuron of the maxillary neuromere), [Hammer, 1993].
The VUMmx1 neuron therefore represents a reward pathway in the bee brain.
The precise location at which octopamine injection is equivalent to the ef-
fect of the reward has also been determined [Hammer and Menzel, 1998]. It
turns out that the mushroom body is the neural structure in which long-term
memory is consolidated. This result corroborates what former experiments
on induced retrograde amnesia by selective cooling had shown [Erber, 1976].
The same technique helped identify the antennal lobe as the putative neural
correlate of a another type of associative memory: the short-term (lasting a
few minutes) memory [Erber et al., 1980].
Thus, memory consolidation of interesting (reinforced) odors is shifted to
a higher processing network (the mushroom body) for future retrieval and
the interesting information for current use (working memory) is stored in the
antennal lobe. We therefore chose the antennal lobe as the network in which
seek sensory memory as well. To do so, we first needed a physiologically
testable model of memory.
3.2 Hebbian model of memory:
Learning through correlations
The idea that the conections between neurons are involved in learning and
memory is due to Santiago Ramo´n y Cajal, who also discovered the synapses
[Ramo´n y Cajal, 1891]. During a lecture at the Royal Society of London,
Cajal claimed [Ramo´n y Cajal, 1894]:
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Cerebral gymnastics are not capable of improving the organization
of the brain by increasing the number of cells, because it is known
that the nerve cells after the embryonic period have lost the prop-
erty of proliferation; but it can be admitted as very probable that
mental exercise leads to a greater development of the dendritic
apparatus and of the system of axonal collaterals in the most uti-
lized cerebral regions. In this way, associations already established
among certain groups of cells would be notably reinforced by means
of the multiplication of the small terminal branches of the den-
dritic appendages and axonal collaterals; but, in addition, com-
pletely new intercellular connections could be established thanks to
the new formation of [axonal] collaterals and dendrites. Quoted
from the translation into English in [DeFelipe and Jones, 1988].
Over half a century after Cajal’s lecture the psychologist Donald Hebb pos-
tulated how those “associations” among cells should be reinforced in order
to encode information about stimuli.
Let us assume then that the persistence or repetition of a rever-
beratory activity (or “trace”) tends to induce lasting cellular
changes that add to its stability. The assumption can be pre-
cisely stated as follows: When an axon of cell A is near enough
to excite a cell B and repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing
it, some growth process or metabolic change takes place in one or
both cells such that A’s efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is
increased. Quoted from [Hebb, 1949]; (emphasis in bold is ours
and its meaning will become clear later).
The Hebbian postulate is rephrased today in terms of correlated neural activ-
ity: modifications in the efficacy of synaptic transmission are driven by the
correlation, Cij, between the firing activity of the presynaptic neuron i and
the postsynaptic neuron j (see also [Gerstner, 2002]). If a certain stimulus
evokes a pattern of neural activity ~u = (u1, u2, ..., un), where ui represents the
activity level of the ith-neuron, the Hebbian postulate can be mathematically
expressed as
∆Cij = αuiuj,
or in vector notation
∆C = α~u~uT , (3.1)
where α is a proportionality constant and the pairwise changes of correlation
between glomeruli, ∆Cij, corresponds to the “trace” mentioned by Hebb,
that eventually leads to synaptic modification. In neural-network modelling
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(see e.g. [Hertz et al., 1991]), ∆Cij itself is often directly identified with the
synaptic changes. This is, however, an oversimplification of the Hebbian
postulate.
According to (3.1), neuron (glomerular) pairs that are strongly excited
during stimulation increase their correlation. Neuron (glomerular) pairs
where one neuron (glomerulus) is excited and the other one inhibited, de-
crease their correlation. Neuron (glomerular) pairs that are inhibited during
stimulation increase their correlation.
3.3 A novel approach to test the
Hebbian hypothesis
The odor-evoked activity patterns in the antennal lobe can be used to infer
interactions between the glomeruli belonging to the patterns. However, this
is a difficult procedure to investigate the interactions between all (several)
glomeruli, because it requires a large number of odors to stimulate as many
glomeruli as possible. An alternative consists in using the activity patterns
of the spontaneous activity. In calcium-imaging data, the spontaneous ac-
tivity in the antennal lobe is typically 20% lower than the maximum activity
recorded during stimulation. At different times during the spontaneous activ-
ity different sets of glomeruli are active allowing for the study of interactions
between many more glomeruli.
The mechanism that drives the spontaneous activity in the antennal lobe
is not known. It may rely on deterministic processes generating aperiodic
self-sustained activity, like chaos. It may also be due to stochastic pro-
cesses, like thermal noise: at finite temperature any electric circuit presents
spontaneous random currents. The noise level is a measure of the circuit’s
temperature [Reif, 1965], provided that other parameters like the impedance
remain constant. Also in neurons at a finite temperature random currents
flow through the ion channels [Levitan and Kaczmarek, 1997], as observed
with patch-clamp techniques [Sakmann and Neher, 1995].
A successful attempt to uncover the architecture of a neural network from
the spontaneous activity has been reported by [Tsodyks et al., 1999]. The
authors show with imaging techniques that cortical areas that are simul-
taneously active during stimulation also correlate during the spontaneous
activity.
The procedure we apply here is similar to the so-called Reverse Engi-
neering or System Identification Theory [Ljung and Ljung, 1998]. Reverse
Engineering consists of considering an unknown system (e.g. electric device,
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mechanical structure) as a black box with an input (driving force) and an out-
put (response). Then, by studying the response to a known input (e.g. noise)
some properties of the system (e.g. number of degrees of freedom, resonances,
existence of feedback loops, self-sustained oscillations, etc.) can be inferred.
3.3.1 Network Structure and Spontaneous Activity
We regard the antennal-lobe during the spontaneous activity as a stochastic
dynamical system whose statistical properties are determined by the proba-
bility distribution of glomerular activity measured with calcium imaging (see
Appendix B):
p(~x) = p(x1, x2, ..., xn),
where xi refers to the activity in the ith-glomerulus. Once p(~x) is known, the
interactions between glomeruli can in principle be estimated through joint
and conditional probabilities. However, for high dimensional systems like
neural networks p(~x) is difficult to handle. Therefore, it is preferable not to
use p(~x) itself but rather the lower-dimensional associated quantities called
moments [Honerkamp, 1993]. The moments of p(~x) can be obtained from
the expansion of the formal Laplace transform of p(~x) [McCullagh, 1987]:
M(~s) =
∫ ∞
−∞
p(~x)e~s~xdn~x = 1 +
∑
i
si
∫ ∞
−∞
xip(~x)d
n~x +
∑
i,j
sisj/2!
∫ ∞
−∞
xixjp(~x)d
n~x +
∑
i,j,k
sisjsk/3!
∫ ∞
−∞
xixjxkp(~x)d
n~x + ... (3.2)
being the m-th-order moment∫ ∞
−∞
xixj...xmp(~x)d
n~x.
The expansion (3.2) reveals that moments of increasing order provide finer
detail of M(~s) and hence of p(~x), as the Laplace transform is unique.
The calculation of p(~x) or its moments is mathematically consistent only
if the signals are stationary [Priestley, 1996], i.e., if p(~x) does not explicitly
depend on time. This is usually not the case with calcium-imaging signals
because they have artifacts due to animal movements, calcium diffusion and
bleaching. These artifacts can nevertheless be removed with an appropriate
high-pass filter (see Appendix B). The filter also sets the first order moment
(mean) to zero. Thus, after preprocessing, the lowest order description of the
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statistics in p(~x) is given by the second-order moment, which for zero-mean
data, is the covariance matrix.
Assuming that averaging over p(~x) is equivalent to averaging over the
realizations of ~x in time (ergodicity), the covariance matrix C can be directly
estimated from the spontaneous activity with
Cij =
1
N
N∑
t=1
xi(t)xj(t),
or in vector notation
C =
1
N
N∑
t=1
~x(t)~x(t)T . (3.3)
To reduce finite-size effects in the estimation of C one can additionally use
bootstrap methods (see Appendix B). If the spontaneous activity xi(t) of
each glomerulus i = 1, .., n is normalized to unitary variance
σ2(xi) =
1
N
N∑
t=1
x2i (t) = 1, (3.4)
then the covariance matrix is called the correlation matrix, as the element
Cij is the correlation coefficient between xi(t) and xj(t). From now on, we
will consider the correlation matrix for two reasons: i) It equalizes intensity
differences between glomeruli which have been caused by an inhomogeneous
staining and a different location with respect to the focus of the microscope.
ii) With the correlation matrix we can exclude that the memory effects we
report below are due to a simple increase of variance in some glomeruli after
stimulation.
3.3.2 Traces of sensory memory in
the spontaneous activity
Having demonstrated how to uncover interactions between glomeruli from
the spontaneous activity, the next step is to study whether those interactions
change after stimulus presentation. In other words, we now look for traces
of sensory memory following the Hebbian hypothesis.
The pairwise correlation changes between glomeruli can be calculated as:
∆Cij = C
post
ij − Cpreij .
Such a straightforward calculation, however, does not give us the signifi-
cance level of the changes. An estimator of ∆C that retains only significant
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changes of correlation can be achieved with bootstrap methods (for details
see Appendix B).
Each of the figures 3.1-3.9 shows the correlation matrix in a different bee
before (top) and after (middle) a single odor presentation, as well as the
correlation changes (bottom). The bees were presented one of the follow-
ing odors: hexanol, octanol, limonene, limonene+linanol (see also Appendix
B). Before stimulation some glomeruli correlate strongly as a result of the
network architecture. The correlation matrix after stimulation is similar to
the correlation matrix before but, for most of the bees remarkable changes
in some glomeruli can be observed. The changes are quantified in the ma-
trix ∆C below. In all matrices the glomeruli are ordered from left to right
(x-axis) and top to bottom (y-axis) according to the activity level during
stimulation (see respectively Figs. 3.10-3.18 at the bottom): those most ex-
cited glomeruli during stimulation lie at the bottom-right corner and the most
inhibited at the top-left corner. This representation allows us to rapidly look
for a Hebbian mechanism in the changes of correlation. Following the Heb-
bian postulate expressed in formula (3.1), we should find positive changes
of correlation (hot colors) in the lower-right and upper-left corners of ∆C
whereas we should find negative changes (cold colors) in the lower-left and
upper-right corners. This trend is found in almost all bees investigated.
These changes of correlation provide evidence of Hebbian-like plasticity and
represent traces of a sensory memory in the antennal-lobe network after a
single odor presentation.
3.3.3 Stimulus reconstruction from
the spontaneous neural activity
The matrix of change of correlation between glomeruli contains information
about the last odor presented. We now show how to retrieve this information.
The matrix ∆C can be expanded as a function of all its eigenvectors ξni
and approximated by a function of the dominant one ξ1i (i.e. the eigenvector
whose eigenvalue is largest in magnitude):
∆Cij =
n∑
p=1
λpξ
p
i ξ
p
j ≈ λ1ξ1i ξ1j , (3.5)
where ξpi is the i-th component of the p-th eigenvector and its corresponding
eigenvalue. The number of recorded glomeruli is denoted by n. Since the size
of the matrix ∆Cij is n× n, it has in general n eigenvectors of dimension n.
The relative weight of the dominant eigenvalue, |λ1|/∑np=1 |λp|, ranges from
24% to 37%, depending on the bee.
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Figure 3.1: Cpre, Cpost and ∆C in bee no. 1 (odor presented: octanol).
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Figure 3.2: Cpre, Cpost and ∆C in bee no. 2 (odor presented: limonene)
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Figure 3.3: Cpre, Cpost and ∆C in bee no. 3 (odor presented: hexanol)
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Figure 3.4: Cpre, Cpost and ∆C in bee no. 4 (odor presented: octanol)
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Figure 3.5: Cpre, Cpost and ∆C in bee no. 5 (odor presented: octanol)
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Figure 3.6: Cpre, Cpost and ∆C in bee no. 6 (odor presented:
limonene+linanol)
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Figure 3.7: Cpre, Cpost and ∆C in bee no. 7 (odor presented: octanol)
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Figure 3.8: Cpre, Cpost and ∆C in bee no. 8 (odor presented: hexanol)
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Figure 3.9: Cpre, Cpost and ∆C in bee no. 9 (odor presented: hexanol)
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In vector notation (3.5) reads
∆C =
n∑
p=1
λp~ξp~ξ
T
p ≈ λ1~ξ1~ξT1 . (3.6)
By comparing (3.6) with the Hebbian rule (3.1) we conclude
~u ≈
√
λ1/α · ~ξ1, (3.7)
which means that the dominant eigenvector ~ξ1 of the matrix of changes of
correlation resembles the activity pattern ~u evoked by the last experienced
stimulus, up to a scaling factor. Before we check the validity of this statement
with the experimental data, we will first interpret the information extracted
from Cpre and Cpost.
The eigenvector expansion of ∆C in (3.6) permits us to optimally com-
press the information of the matrix within a single vector ~ξ1. The same
analysis can also be applied to Cpre and Cpost, in order to determine the
largest weighed activity pattern in the network before and after stimulation,
respectively. Such patterns are the dominant eigenvectors of Cpre and Cpost,
which are nothing but the first principal component of the spontaneous activ-
ity before and after odor presentation. The first principal component ~ϕ1 can
be regarded as the dominant pattern of the network, as it is the spatial pat-
tern ~w that maximizes the average squared projection onto the spontaneous
activity:
max
|~w|=1
1
N
N∑
t=1
(~x(t)T ~w)2 =
1
N
N∑
t=1
(~x(t)T ~ϕ1)
2.
To prove this result (see also [Beckerman, 1995]), we first define the cost
function L as the mean square projection of an unknown pattern ~w onto the
spontaneous activity ~x(t):
L = 1
N
N∑
t=1
(~x(t)T ~w)2 =
1
N
N∑
t=1
(~wT~x(t))(~x(t)T ~w)
= ~wT
(
1
N
N∑
t=1
~x(t)~x(t)T
)
~w
= ~wTC ~w,
where C is the correlation matrix. One constrains the maximization to pat-
terns normalized to unity by introducing an additional term with a Lagrange
multiplier λ
L = ~wTC ~w − λ(~wT ~w − 1).
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The cost function L evaluated at the pattern that maximizes/minimizes it
has gradient equal to zero
∂L
∂ ~wT
= 0 ⇐⇒ C ~w = λ~w.
Thus the optimization of the cost function L is converted to the eigenvalue
problem of the correlation matrix, i.e., the eigenvectors ~wi = ~ϕi of C, or
equivalently the principal components of the spontaneous activity, optimize
the cost function L. In particular, the eigenvector ~ϕ1 with largest magnitude
(dominant) eigenvalue λ1 will maximize L. The relative weight of the first
eigenvalue ranges from 23% to 54% for Cpre, and from 28% to 51% for Cpost,
depending on the bee.
We now check which of the dominant eigenvectors of Cpre, Cpost and ∆C
permits us to best reconstruct the odor-evoked activity pattern. Figures
3.10-3.18 display the eigenvectors of the matrices shown in figures 3.1-3.9
respectively, as well as the actual odor-evoked patterns (bottom). The simi-
larity between a given eigenvector and the odor-evoked pattern is quantified
by their rank correlation r (see Appendix B). The rank correlation yields a
value close to the correlation coefficient. However, for the rank correlation a
significance level (p-value) can be easily computed without any assumption
about the distribution of the data (see [Press et al., 1992]). The significance
level p is given together with r in the plots. Values of p larger than 0.05
are considered as not significant. Values of p between 0.05 and 0.001 are
considered as significant. Values of p less than 0.001 are considered as highly
significant. Higher relative weights of the first eigenvalue, do not imply better
retrieval of the stimulus presented.
Before stimulation the dominant pattern of the network does not contain
significant information about the odor in any bee. In 6 out of 9 bees the
dominant pattern of the network after stimulation is significantly correlated
with the odor-evoked pattern. Also in 6 out of 9 bees the dominant eigenvec-
tor ~ξ1 of the matrix of changes of correlation significantly correlates with the
odor-evoked pattern ~u, confirming the theoretical result in equation (3.7). In
general, when the dominant network pattern after stimulation carries signif-
icant information about the stimulus, so does the first eigenvector of ∆C.
However, in one bee (Fig. 3.15) the stimulus inference from ∆C is significant
but the inference from Cpost is not. In another bee (Fig. 3.18), the stimulus
inference from Cpost is significant but the inference from ∆C is not, although
the p-value is close to the significance level (p=0.0516).
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Figure 3.10: Eigenvectors and odor-evoked pattern in bee no. 1. Amplitude
in arbitrary units. All patterns have unitary norm. The relative weight of
the dominant eigenvalue was 23% for Cpre, 29% for Cpost and 36% for ∆C.
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Figure 3.11: Eigenvectors and odor-evoked pattern in bee no. 2. Amplitude
in arbitrary units. All patterns have unitary norm. The relative weight of
the dominant eigenvalue was 25% for Cpre, 31% for Cpost and 30% for ∆C.
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Figure 3.12: Eigenvectors and odor-evoked pattern in bee no. 3. Amplitude
in arbitrary units. All patterns have unitary norm. The relative weight of
the dominant eigenvalue was 32% for Cpre, 27% for Cpost and 24% for ∆C.
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Figure 3.13: Eigenvectors and odor-evoked pattern in bee no. 4. Amplitude
in arbitrary units. All patterns have unitary norm. The relative weight of
the dominant eigenvalue was 44% for Cpre, 45% for Cpost and 36% for ∆C.
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Figure 3.14: Eigenvectors and odor-evoked pattern in bee no. 5. Amplitude
in arbitrary units. All patterns have unitary norm. The relative weight of
the dominant eigenvalue was 39% for Cpre, 29% for Cpost and 31% for ∆C.
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Figure 3.15: Eigenvectors and odor-evoked pattern in bee no. 6. Amplitude
in arbitrary units. All patterns have unitary norm. The relative weight of
the dominant eigenvalue was 54% for Cpre, 51% for Cpost and 30% for ∆C.
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Figure 3.16: Eigenvectors and odor-evoked pattern in bee no. 7. Amplitude
in arbitrary units. All patterns have unitary norm. The relative weight of
the dominant eigenvalue was 30% for Cpre, 28% for Cpost and 36% for ∆C.
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Figure 3.17: Eigenvectors and odor-evoked pattern in bee no. 8. Amplitude
in arbitrary units. All patterns have unitary norm. The relative weight of
the dominant eigenvalue was 29% for Cpre, 32% for Cpost and 31% for ∆C.
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Figure 3.18: Eigenvectors and odor-evoked pattern in bee no. 9. Amplitude
in arbitrary units. All patterns have unitary norm. The relative weight of
the dominant eigenvalue was 36% for Cpre, 50% for Cpost and 37% for ∆C.
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3.3.4 Possible mechanisms underlying
Hebbian-like plasticity
We now discuss what biological mechanisms might underly the changes of
correlation between glomeruli. A recently reported phenomenon observed
with electrophysiology in locusta [Stopfer and Laurent, 1999] may shed light
on such mechanisms: after several presentations of the same odor there is
a significant increase of synchrony between the spikes of projection neurons
(PN) during stimulation. The effect lasts less than 12 minutes. The increase
of synchrony is mediated by an enhancement of the inhibitory postsynaptic
potentials from inhibitory local interneurons (ILN).
This phenomenon could also underly the Hebbian-like changes of correla-
tion we observe with lower temporal (6 Hz) and spatial resolution (glomeruli,
not single PN) after a single odor presentation in honeybees: The correlation
between glomeruli would measure the degree of synchrony between their PNs
or equivalently the level of common inhibitory input from ILN (correlation
⇔ synchrony ⇔ common inhibitory input). Thus, an increase of correlation
between glomeruli after stimulation would result from an increase of common
inhibitory input, whereas a decrease of correlation would be the consequence
of a decrease of common inhibitory input, via inhibitory connections between
ILNs (decrease of common inhibitory input ⇔ less synchrony ⇔ less corre-
lation).
With calcium-imaging data we can also study how the correlations evolve
in time. Since the spontaneous activity was recorded for two minutes before
and two minutes after stimulation, we repeated the analysis for the first and
the second minute separately, before and after stimulation (Fig. 3.19). The
boxplots show, resolved in time, the distribution across bees of the Kendall’s
correlation between the dominant pattern of the spontaneous activity and
the odor-induced pattern. The numbers above the boxplots indicate the
fraction of bees (out of 9 bees studied) for which the stimulus inference was
significantly correlated with the odor-evoked pattern. Before stimulation no
prediction of the odor can be made from the spontaneous activity. After
stimulation, the dominant pattern of the spontaneous activity during the
first minute permits us to reliably infer the odor in 6 out of 9 bees, but the
stimulus inference deteriorates by half (3 bees) in the second minute. These
results are consistent with the decay within several minutes of the increase
of spike synchrony [Stopfer and Laurent, 1999].
If the correlation changes were only due to changes in the timing between
spikes of different PNs, the correlation changes should become weaker and
eventually vanish at lower sampling rates, where no spikelets can be resolved.
To test this we repeated the analysis after downsampling the original data
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(Fig. 3.20). Interestingly, no dramatic deterioration of the stimulus inference
is observed even down to 0.5 Hz.
Figure 3.21 shows the matrices Cpre, Cpost and ∆C with a sampling rate
of 1 Hz for the bee of Fig. 3.1, where the original sampling rate was 6 Hz.
Although some information is lost after resampling, the Hebbian plasticity
can still be detected. The stimulus retrieval from Cpost and ∆C is also pos-
sible after resampling (compare Fig. 3.22 with Fig. 3.10). This contrasts
with the fast time-scale (6 Hz) at which the increase of spiking synchrony
between PNs has been reported. Further research should elucidate the bio-
logical mechanims underlying the traces of memory shown here. How these
mechanisms may lead to memory consolidation will be discussed next.
3.3.5 Biological relevance of a sensory memory
The sensory memory may act as a filter that enhances the last presented
odor with respect to the background. It may also prepare the system for
a reward that would facilitate memory consolidation in a downstream net-
work (the mushroom body). This could be achieved in the following man-
ner. It is known that the Kenyon cells in the mushroom body behave as
coincidence detectors [Pe´rez-Orive et al., 2002]. An increase of correlation
(synchronization) between glomeruli (projection neurons) that encode a cer-
tain odor would make the odor pattern more salient during the spontaneous
activity with respect to the noisy background. According to the Hebbian
postulate, this may lead to a synaptic modification between the neurons in
those gomeruli, that would account for a short-term memory in the anten-
nal lobe, provided that sucrose is also given. Analogously, the salient pattern
could be interpreted by those Kenyon cells that reacted to the odor as a signal
to strengthen their synapses with the salient glomeruli. Such a mechanism
would lead to memory consolidation in the mushroom body.
This mechanism is also supported by the experimental findings on synap-
tic potentiation between the projection neurons in the antennal lobe and the
Kenyon cells in the mushroom body [Oleskevich et al., 1997]. Synaptic po-
tentiation can be induced by electrically stimulating the antennal lobe with
frequencies of 1 Hz and lower. This time scale is comparable with the time
scale of the Hebbian mechanism reported here with calcium-imaging data.
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Figure 3.19: Temporal decay of sensory-memory traces. The boxplots repre-
sent the distributions across bees at successive time intervals of the Kendall’s
correlation between the dominant pattern of the spontaneous activity and the
odor-evoked pattern. The boxes’ height delimits the interquartile range. The
line within the boxes indicates the median value. The whiskers indicate the
extremal values. The fraction of bees for which the dominant pattern of
the spontaneous activity was significantly correlated with the odor-evoked
pattern is given above each distribution. Data were sampled at 6 Hz.
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Figure 3.20: Time scale of the Hebbian mechanisms. Similar representa-
tion to Fig. 3.19 but here with downsampled data (top: 1 Hz; bottom: 0.5
Hz). The stimulus inference after stimulation decreases with lower temporal
resolution
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Figure 3.21: Cpre, Cpost and ∆C in bee no. 1 with downsampled data at
0.5 Hz. Compare with Fig. 3.1, where the data were sampled at 6 Hz.
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Figure 3.22: Eigenvectors and odor-evoked pattern in bee no. 1 with down-
sampled data at 0.5 Hz. Compare with Fig. 3.10, where the data were sam-
pled at 6 Hz. All patterns have unitary norm. The relative weight of the
dominant eigenvalue was 25% for Cpre, 30% for Cpost and 32% for ∆C.
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3.4 Discussion
We have provided experimental evidence of the Hebbian hypothesis at the
network level. We have shown that the information stored in the odor-
induced changes of correlation between glomeruli suffices to retrieve the pre-
sented odors in 2/3 of the animals. The first principal component of the
spontaneous activity after, but not before, stimulation also permits us to
reconstruct the odor-evoked pattern. The quality of the reconstruction de-
creases in time. After one minute a succesful reconstruction is possible in
only 1/3 of the bees.
Part of the information about the odor stored in the correlation, and
changes of correlation between glomeruli, is also present at slow time-scales
(0.5 Hz). The mechanism underlying the Hebbian effects we observe could
rely on spike-timing changes along spike-trains or on variations of firing-rate
synchrony.
We suggest that the pairwise changes of correlation between glomeruli
reported here represent traces of a sensory memory that may result in a
short-term memory in the antennal lobe and be consolidated as a long-term
memory in the mushroom body, if the odor is paired with sucrose. These
memory traces can be thought of as the “reverberations” postulated by Hebb
(see section 3.2).
Following the experiments on working memory with monkeys reported in
[Fuster and Alexander, 1971] and [Kubota and Niki, 1971], persistent neural
activity after stimulation (delay activity) has been implicitly considered in
neuroscience as the trace of working memory. Yet, as we have demontrated,
a delay activity is not the only “reverberation” possible. In fact, according
to Hebb, it is not an increase of activity what eventually leads to synaptic
modification, but rather an increase of correlated activity.
Classical approaches have been limited to two, or at most a few, neurons.
In contrast, the calcium-imaging data analyzed here contain information of
projection neurons in several glomeruli. This has permitted us to provide
evidence of the Hebbian hypothesis at the network level.
Chapter 4
Summary and Outlook
Two major novel results have been reported in this work. The first concerns
olfactory coding and the second concerns sensory memory.
Considering olfactory coding we have demonstrated that the neural dy-
namics in the antennal lobe describe odor-specific trajectories during stimu-
lation that converge to odor-specific attractors. The time interval to reach
these attractors is, regardless of odor identity and concentration, approxi-
mately 800 ms. We have shown that support-vector machines, and in par-
ticular perceptrons provide a realistic and biological model of the interaction
between the antennal lobe (coder) and the mushroom body (decoder). This
model can also account for reaction-times of about 300 ms and for concen-
tration invariance of odor perception.
Future research should expand our results on odor coding in at least two
directions: First, it should be studied how odor-mixtures are encoded in the
antennal lobe and how they are related to the encoded components of the
mixture. Second, it is highly interesting to understand the relation between
our findings with calcium-imaging data and the transient synchronization of
oscillating neural assemblies reported by other authors in electrophysiologi-
cal studies (see review in [Laurent et al., 2001]). The effort devoted to this
question could also elucidate whether the olfactory code is a spike-based or
a firing-rate-based neural code.
Regarding sensory memory we have shown that a single stimulation with-
out reward induces changes of pairwise correlation between glomeruli in a
Hebbian-like manner. We have demonstrated that those changes of correla-
tion suffice to retrieve the last stimulus presented in 2/3 of the bees studied.
Succesful retrieval decays to 1/3 of the bees within the second minute after
stimulation. In addition, a principal-component analysis of the spontaneous
activity revealed that the dominant pattern of the network during the spon-
taneous activity after, but not before stimulation, resembles the odor-induced
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activity pattern in 2/3 of the bees studied. One can therefore consider the
odor-induced (changes of) correlation as traces of a sensory memory or as
Hebbian “reverberations”.
There are at least two natural continuations of our studies on sensory
memory: First, it should be tested whether a reinforced stimulus (stimulus
+ reward) allows for a higher ratio of successful retrieval. Second, it should
be studied how a sequence of stimuli is stored in the antennal-lobe network.
In particular, it would be interesting to check whether a considerable overlap
between stored patterns impairs retrieval, as it is the case in a Hopfield
network (see e.g. [Hertz et al., 1991]).
Appendix A
Experimental and Analytical
Methods for Neural Dynamics
and Odor Coding
Animal preparation and data recording
The preparation and calcium imaging of PNs was performed as described in
[Sachse and Galizia, 2002]. Briefly, adult worker honeybees were caught and
fixed in a plexiglas stage. Projection neurons were backfilled from the proto-
cerebrum with the calcium-sensitive dye fura-dextran (potassium salt, 3000
MW, Molecular Probes, Eugene, USA). Imaging was done using a T.I.L.L.
Photonics imaging system (Gra¨felfing, Germany). For each measurement, a
series of 60 double frames was taken at a sampling frequency of 6 Hz. The
inter-stimulus interval was 40 s. Stimulation lasted 2 s in the experiments
at fixed odor-concentration and 1 s in the experiments with varying con-
centration. Odors were delivered to the antennae using a custom-made and
computer-controlled olfactometer. Odors tested: isoamylacetate, 1-hexanol,
1-octanol and 1-nonanol (Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen, Germany). Neural
responses were calculated as absolute changes of fluorescence ratio between
340 nm and 380 nm excitation light. Signals were attributed to identified
glomeruli by reconstructing the glomerular structure in the fura ratio images.
Glomeruli were identified on the basis of their morphological borderlines us-
ing a digital atlas of the antennal lobe of honeybee [Galizia et al., 1999]. In
total 7 bees were studied in the experiments at constant concentration and
9 additional bees were studied in the experiments at varying concentration.
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Data Analysis
At each point in time t the activity pattern of the AL-network is represented
by a point in a multidimensional space in which each dimension corresponds
to the calcium signal from one glomerulus. Depending on the bee, between
18 to 23 glomeruli could be identified. For the sake of simplicity, we will refer
to this glomerular subspace as the AL-space. During an odor presentation
the AL-activity draws an open curve in this multidimensional space. We
firstly study the system’s evolution along these trajectories. Since the data
were sampled at a frequency of 6 Hz, the temporal resolution is ∆t = 0.167
seconds. We denote as ~rA(t) the trajectory triggered by odor A. To quantify
the rate of activity changes, the velocity vA(t) of the activity state along the
trajectories is used,
vA(t) =
∣∣∣∣∣∆~r(t)∆t
∣∣∣∣∣ = | ~rA(t + ∆t)− ~rA(t) |∆t .
As a measure of the force causing changes of the neural activity patterns, we
introduce the magnitude aA(t) of the acceleration vector,
aA(t) =
| ~vA(t + ∆t)− ~vA(t) |
∆t
.
The acceleration vector can be decomposed into a tangential component
atA(t) and a normal component anA(t) relative to the trajectory. These two
components are given by
atA(t) =
|~vA(t + ∆t)| − |~vA(t)|
∆t
and
anA(t) =
√
|aA(t)|2 − |atA(t)|2.
The first component provides information about the amount of force parallel
to the current trajectory, preserving the movement direction but changing
the movement velocity. The second component measures the amount of force
that leads to changes in the direction of the trajectory.
When analyzing the effects of odor-concentration on odor coding we use
the mean run-path, which is defined as the mean length of the trajectories
during stimulation, averaged across trials and bees at a given concentration.
The length of a single trajectory is calculated as:
run path ≡∑
t
|∆~r(t)|.
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In addition to their detailed dynamical properties, we also study the
reproducibility and specifity of the odor-driven trajectories. To this end we
use perceptrons, which are a special case of support-vector machines (SVMs).
A SVM [Vapnik, 1998, Burges, 1998, Boser et al., 1992] is an algorithm to
calculate a certain manifold (hyperplane in the case of perceptrons) that
divides a multidimensional space into two regions: the first region contains
all points of a specified data set within the given data; the other region
contains the remaining points. Let us call these regions I and II, respectively.
A hyperplane is completely determined by a normalized orthogonal vector ~w
and the distance |b| to the origin. In fact, every point ~xhp on the hyperplane
satisfies:
~w · ~xhp = b. (A.1)
The optimal separating hyperplane between the two datasets is calculated
by maximizing the margin with respect to the points of both regions. This
mathematical problem can be turned into the minimization of a quadratic
form in the positive quadrant. A separating hyperplane exists only if both
datasets do not overlap. However, the minimization problem can be reformu-
lated to tolerate some overlap and the calculation of an optimal separating
hyperplane is also possible.
According to SVM-theory [Vapnik, 1998, Burges, 1998, Boser et al., 1992],
the vector ~w that characterizes the separating hyperplane can always be ex-
pressed as a linear combination of the points which lie on the margin: the
so-called “support vectors”. Once ~w and b of the optimal hyperplane are
known, it is straightforward to cast new data ~x into I or II according to the
following criterion:
if ~w · ~x > b, ~x belongs to I
otherwise ~x belongs to II. (A.2)
As already mentioned, the SVM-algorithm can be extended to separating
manifolds different from the hyperplane. This is done by applying appro-
priate coordinate transformations (expressed as kernel functions) which are
equivalent to a change in the metric of the space under consideration, in our
case the AL-space. The scalar product, whose associated separating man-
ifold is the hyperplane, was among the tested kernels (scalar product, 2nd
and 3rd order polynomial, gaussian and sigmoidal) the one that provided
the best separation of odors. In other words, the perceptron was the most
efficient SVM tested and is the one we chose for the analysis.
To quantify the ability of the SVM to classify an odor correctly, we use a
measure called “classification performance”. This measure is defined as the
fraction of points cast into the correct region expressed as a percentage. It
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yields 100% when the data set of a given odor does not overlap with the rest
and yields less when it does.
When two datasets overlap the optimal separating hyperplane lies at the
intersection and its orientation is very sensitive to the particular distribution
of points there. In this case it is interesting to quantify the stability of the
plane through the “generalization performance”, defined as the relative num-
ber of points that can be singly removed without affecting the classification
performance. A lower-bound estimator of the generalization performance is
obviously the fraction of points that do not belong to the intersection (un-
ambiguous patterns). The exact value of the generalization performance is
calculated based on its definition, which represents a bootstrap or “leave-
one-out” method [Efron and Tibshirani, 1993] commonly used to test SVMs
[Boser et al., 1992]: Let A be the set of n points we want to separate from
the rest. Let us now remove one point P of the set A and compute the sepa-
rating hyperplane. We then check whether P falls into the correct region, i.e.
the region where the other n−1 points of A lie. We repeat this procedure for
all n points of A. The fraction of points successfully classified is expressed as
a percentage and measures the generalization performance of an hyperplane.
The average of the generalization performance for all odors (all separating
hyperplanes) quantifies the reliability of the partition of the AL-space into
odor-specific regions. We call this measure the “separability” of odors.
Separating any set of points from the rest of a given ensemble becomes
a trivial task in a space of many dimensions. As the number of dimensions
increases, it becomes easier to separate the data points. Equivalently, any
subset of a small ensemble of points can typically be separated from the
rest, even in a low-dimensional space. Therefore, before carrying out all
SVM-analyses (classification performance, generalization performance and
separability) we pool the data of the seven bees investigated. By doing this
we do not only study the robustness of the olfactory code across trials but
also across individuals.
In the experiments at fixed concentration 70 points were available in
total, corresponding to the 4 different odors. Up to 8 common glomeruli
could be identified in the 7 bees studied. Thus, the AL-space used for the
SVM-analysis at fixed concentration has 8 dimensions.
In the experiments with varying concentration 156 points were available at
each concentration, corresponding to the 4 different odors. Up to 7 common
glomeruli could be identified in the 16 bees studied (7-dimensional AL-space).
Appendix B
Experimental and Analytical
Methods for Sensory Memory
and Hebbian Plasticity
Experimental Methods
Animal preparations, selective staining of projection neurons in the antennal
lobe, signal estimation with calcium-imaging and glomerular identification
were performed as described in Appendix A. Here, the spontaneous activity in
the antennal lobe was recorded (sampling frequency: 6 Hz) during 2 minutes
before and after one single, unrewarded odor presentation. The response of
the antennal lobe to the odor was also recorded. Odor presentation lasted 4
seconds. The 4 seconds just before and just after odor presentation were cut
out from the spontaneous activity to assure that the spontaneous activity
does not contain any response to the odor. Stimuli used were 1-octanol 1-
hexanol, limonene and a mixture of limonene and linanol (Sigma-Aldrich,
Deisenhofen, Germany). In total 9 bees were studied.
Data Analysis
The raw data of the spontaneous activity presented non-reproducible drifts,
mainly due to movement artifacts and calcium diffusion, that were removed
with an off-line, high-pass filter (cutoff: 0.025 Hz). The filter also set the
mean value of the spontaneous activity to zero.
The matrices Cpre, Cpost and ∆C were calculated by applying bootstrap
methods. The bootstrap is a computational technique to detect finite-size
effects in estimated statistical quantities [Efron and Tibshirani, 1993]. Here,
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it is applied as follows: we first estimate the probability distribution p(~x) of
the recorded data and use it to generate 2000 new data sets with the same
statistical properties (surrogate data). From each surrogate data set the cor-
relation matrix is calculated according to (3.3) and (3.4). The distribution
of each element Cij is constructed and the median value is taken as the boot-
strapped estimator of the Cij. The calculation is done for the spontaneous
activity before (Cpreij ) and after (C
post
ij ) stimulation. If the distributions of
Cpreij and C
post
ij overlap 2.5% or less, then this change of correlation is consid-
ered as significant (95% significance level) and computed as:
∆Cij = median(C
post
ij )−median(Cpreij ).
Otherwise it is not considered as a significant change and we set ∆Cij = 0.
The quality of the stimulus retrieval is measured as the non-parametric
Kendall’s correlation coefficient r between the actual odor-evoked stimulus
and the respective eigenvector. Kendall’s correlation quantifies the agreement
between the ranks of the values in both vectors. The rank is the occupied
position after sorting the elements of each vector in increasing order. Fol-
lowing the “Numerical Recipes in C” [Press et al., 1992], to define r we start
with the n data points (xi, yi). Now consider all n(n − 1)/2 pairs of data
points, where a data point cannot be paired with itself, and where the points
in either order count as one pair. A pair is called concordant (con) if the rel-
ative ordering of the ranks of the two x′s is the same as the relative ordering
of the ranks of the two y′s. A pair is called discordant (dis) if the relative
ordering of the ranks of the two x′s is opposite from the relative ordering of
the ranks of the two y′s. If the ranks of the two x′s or the ranks of the two
y′s are equal, then we do not call the pair neither concordant nor discordant.
If the x′s have equal ranks, we will call the pair an extra-y pair. If the ranks
of the two y′s are equal, we will call the pair an extra-x pair. If ranks of the
two x′s and the two y′s are equal, we do not consider this pair. Kendall’s
correlation is then calculated from these various counts as:
r =
con− dis√
con + dis + extra-y · √con + dis + extra-x,
Kendall’s correlation and the correlation coefficient yield close values. We
chose Kendall’s correlation because, contrary to the correlation coefficient, it
allows us to give a significance level of the correlation. The p-value is given
by
p = erfc
( |r|
σ
√
2
)
, with σ2 =
4n + 10
9n(n− 1) ,
where erfc(x) is the complementary error function.
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit werden die neuronale sensorische Kodierung und die senso-
rische Geda¨chtnisbildung am Beispiel des olfaktorischen Systems der Honig-
biene erforscht. Die dargestellten Befunde basieren auf der Auswertung und
Interpretation von Calcium-Imaging Daten, die von Dr. Silke Sachse und
Dipl.-Biol. Marcel Weidert am Institut fu¨r Neurobiologie der Freien Univer-
sita¨t Berlin abgeleitet wurden.
Im ersten Kapitel wird eine fu¨r die Neurowissenschaften interessante Ei-
genschaft des Riechsystems vorgestellt: Die auffallend a¨hnliche Struktur des
Riechsystems in mehreren Zweigen der Phylogenie - u.a. bei den Sa¨ugetieren
und den Arthropoden - deutet darauf hin, dass die Duftinformation nach
einem universellen Verfahren von Neuronen ver- und entschlu¨sselt wird. Da-
neben wird das olfaktorische System der Honigbiene als Prototyp eines neuro-
nalen Netzwerkes dargestellt, in dem die globale neuronale Dynamik erforscht
werden kann.
Im zweiten Kapitel wird untersucht, wie olfaktorische Reize in neuronale Ak-
tivita¨t umgesetzt werden. Anhand der Auswertung experimenteller Daten
wird festgestellt, dass die neuronale Aktivita¨t im prima¨ren olfaktorischen
Netzwerk (Antennal Lobus) der Honigbiene nach ca. 800 ms ein stabiles
ra¨umliches Muster bildet, das duftspezifisch ist. Solche Muster sind nicht
nur bei der selben Biene reproduzierbar, sondern bei allen Bienen. Daru¨ber
hinaus wird gezeigt, dass die ra¨umlichen Muster der neuronalen Aktivita¨t
nicht nur unabha¨ngig vom Duft, sondern auch von der Konzentration nach
ca. 800 ms bis zum Ende der Stimulation stabil bleiben. Die Muster sind
duftspezifisch, obwohl sie sich fu¨r einen bestimmten Duft mit steigender Kon-
zentration kontinuierlich a¨ndern. Diese zuverla¨ssige Abbildung der Du¨fte in
ra¨umliche neuronale Aktivita¨t im Antennal Lobus ko¨nnte der olfaktorischen
Kodierung zugrunde liegen.
Anhand einer auf Support-Vector-Machines basierenden Analysemethode ist
es auch mo¨glich zu erkla¨ren, wie die im Antennal Lobus verschlu¨sselte In-
formation von benachbarten neuronalen Netzwerken (insbesondere dem Pilz-
ko¨rper) entschlu¨sselt werden kann. Die Support-Vector Machine ist mathe-
matisch betrachtet ein Algorithmus zur Datenklassifizierung, der sich auch
als Netzwerk zweier Neuronenschichten implementieren la¨sst. Biologisch be-
trachtet entsprechen solche Schichten beim Riechsystem der Insekten dem
Antennal Lobus und dem Pilzko¨rper.
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Im dritten Kapitel wird mit Hilfe einer Korrelationsanalyse der spontanen
Aktivita¨t im Antennal Lobus ein Hebbscher Mechanismus bewiesen, der
zur Geda¨chtnisbildung fu¨hren kann. Insbesondere wird gezeigt, dass sich die
paarweisen Korrelationen zwischen Glomeruli nach der Duftstimulation dem
Hebbschen Postulat folgend vera¨ndern. Solche duftinduzierten Korrelations-
vera¨nderungen ko¨nnen als Spuren der “Erinnerung an den Duft” betrachtet
werden, da sie allein genu¨gen, um das letzte duftinduzierte Aktivita¨tsmuster
innerhalb von zwei Minuten nach der Duftgabe nachzubilden. Dies ist bei 2/3
der untersuchten Bienen reproduzierbar. Daru¨ber hinaus wird gezeigt, dass
die erste Hauptkomponente der spontanen Aktivita¨t nach, aber nicht vor der
Stimulation, das duftinduzierte Aktivita¨tsmuster bei 2/3 der untersuchten
Bienen nachbildet.
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